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Abstract
Study Objectives: To test and extend Levin & Nielsen’s (2007) Affective Network Dysfunction (AND) model with nightmare 
disorder (ND) image characteristics, and then to implement the extension as a computational simulation, the Disturbed 
Dreaming Model (DDM).

Methods: We used AnyLogic V7.2 to computationally implement an extended AND model incorporating quantitative effects 
of image characteristics including valence, dominance, and arousal. We explored the DDM parameter space by varying 
parameters, running approximately one million runs, each for one month of model time, varying pathway bifurcation 
thresholds, image characteristics, and individual-difference variables to quantitively evaluate their combinatory effects on 
nightmare symptomology.

Results: The DDM shows that the AND model extended with pathway bifurcations and image properties is computationally 
coherent. Varying levels of image properties, we found that when nightmare images exhibit lower dominance and arousal 
levels, the ND agent will choose to sleep but then has a traumatic nightmare, whereas, when images exhibit greater than 
average dominance and arousal levels, the nightmares trigger sleep-avoidant behavior, but lower overall nightmare distress 
at the price of exacerbating nightmare effects during waking hours.

Conclusions: Computational simulation of nightmare symptomology within the AND framework suggests that nightmare 
image properties significantly influence nightmare symptomology. Computational models for sleep and dream studies are 
powerful tools for testing quantitative effects of variables affecting nightmare symptomology. The DDM confirms the value 
of extending the Levin & Nielsen AND model of disturbed dreaming/ND.

Key words:  nightmares, computational models; Affective Network Dysfunction model; fear extinction; disturbed dreaming; 
REM sleep; valence; dominance; arousal

Statement of Significance
Using a computational implementation of Levin and Nielsen’s Affective Network Dysfunction model of nightmare 
symptomology, we demonstrated that specifying the valence, dominance, and arousal properties of given nightmare 
images can render AND computationally tractable and make novel predictions concerning the role of these image char-
acteristics in production of nightmare symptomology. Targeting these image properties in therapy should be an effective 
tool in eliminating nightmare distress.
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Introduction

The DSM-5 defines Nightmare Disorder (DSM-5 307.47 (F51.5)) 
as a parasomnia involving repeated awakenings from ex-
tremely frightening dreams that do not occur in the context 
of some other mental disorder. Similarly, the 2016/2017 ICD-
10-CM Diagnosis Code F51.5 defines Nightmare Disorder as 
a sleep disorder characterized by the repeated occurrence of 
frightening dreams that precipitate awakenings from sleep. 
Upon awakening, the individual becomes fully alert and 
oriented and has detailed recall of the nightmare’s content, 
which usually involves imminent danger to the individual. 
Often the nightmare is so distressful the individual does not 
want to return to sleep and over time regular sleep insomnia 
occurs potentially leading to significant sleep debt problems 
in these persons [1].

Epidemiological studies [2–6] indicate that 2%–6% (about 
6.4–15 million people) of the adult American population experi-
ence nightmares at least once a week. Up to 85% of adults re-
port at least one nightmare within the past year, 8%–29% report 
monthly nightmares, and 2%–6% report weekly nightmares [6]. 
Between 6.7% and 11.3% of children experience recurrent night-
mares [7]. Recurrent nightmares in children significantly predict 
later adolescent and adult psychosis. Indeed, experience of fre-
quent nightmares in both children and adults is associated with 
a host of neuropsychiatric risk factors and disorders including 
anxiety, depression, stress, and suicidal ideation [6, 8–14].

There are two types of nightmares: idiopathic and trau-
matic. Idiopathic nightmares refer to nightmares with un-
known etiology that are unrelated to a specific traumatic event 
or posttraumatic stress disorder (PTSD). Traumatic nightmares 
refer to dreaming disturbances that are part of the stress reac-
tion following exposure to a traumatic event, either during the 
acute stress response, or over the course of PTSD. Nightmares 
are a core feature of PTSD, with up to 90% of individuals with 
PTSD reporting disturbing dreams with some degree of resem-
blance to the actual traumatic event. Unlike idiopathic night-
mares which occur almost exclusively during REM sleep later 
in the night, posttraumatic nightmares typically occur earlier in 
the night and may occur in both REM and NREM sleep phases. 
This latter point may be clinically important given that the fear 
extinction process (described below) is more strongly associated 
with REM than NREM.

Despite the significant clinical dysfunction associated with 
nightmares, Nightmare Disorder remains under-diagnosed and 
understudied [15]. We hope to advance the study of nightmares 
by presenting a neurocomputational theory of nightmare pro-
duction and symptomology.

Key principles of the neurocomputational model of night-
mares offered here were first proposed heuristically and con-
ceptually by Levin and Nielsen in 2007 [17]. Their Affective 
Network Dysfunction (AND) model of disturbed dreaming 
and nightmare production suggests that normal dream pro-
cesses function to facilitate emotional memory consolidation. 
Consolidation is accomplished when varying dream contexts 
are created via memory element activation and recombination, 
and then paired with dreamed emotions appropriate to the con-
text. Stripping a fear memory of its original context and then 
pairing it with less fearful contextual information is theorized 
to promote fear extinction via more efficient integration of 
fear memories and emotions into long-term memory. In short, 

memory decontextualization and then recontextualization re-
sults in new contexts that facilitate fear extinction.

According to AND nontraumatic idiopathic nightmares occur 
when ongoing affect load due to individual differences factors is 
high, thus preventing normal completion of the fear extinction 
process. Trauma-related nightmares, on the other hand, are as-
sociated with failure to even initiate the fear extinction process 
so that the fear memory is never processed and repetitive con-
tent results.

In terms of neural processes mediating dream formation, 
fear extinction, and nightmare production, Nielsen and Levin’s 
AND model and the neurocomputational model we offer here 
both assign dream context formation to the hippocampus while 
dream emotion expression, including fear-memory processing, 
involves mutual inhibitory/activation interactions between the 
amygdala and the medial prefrontal cortex. Affect distress is 
mediated by the anterior cingulate cortex (ACC). These neural 
sites are the key nodes in a specialized fear-memory processing 
network and interestingly are the same key network nodes acti-
vated during REM [18, 19].

Theorists have suggested REM dreaming serves a fear ex-
tinction function, and that the awakenings associated with 
nightmares, but not bad dreams, disrupts this extinction pro-
cess. When a specific fear memory image is presented to the 
system it is represented and held in a labile state in working 
memory stores [20] until it is re-formatted (via decontextualiza-
tion and recontextualization) and reconsolidated into long-term 
memory. Consistent with AND, reconsolidation of labile emo-
tional memory traces during REM sleep [21, 22] likely involves 
decoupling of original contextual information from its emo-
tional valence (called depotentiation) so that the memory image 
can more easily be integrated into long-term memory systems. 
If the REM-dependent reconsolidation process fails, fear mem-
ories intrude into both dreams and waking consciousness 
fueling intrusive daytime dysphoric imagery as well as night-
mares and anxiety disorders [16, 23].

Extension of the Affective Network 
Dysfunction model

A rigorous theoretical account of these REM-dependent fear ex-
tinction mechanisms should be able to quantitatively model all 
factors empirical research has discovered to influence the fear-
memory extinction process. In addition, we argue that to extend 
and advance the Levin and Nielsen model we need to introduce 
formal features of the fear memory image itself. Recent work 
[24, 25] suggests that nightmare and fear memory image prop-
erties load high on formal properties of dominance, arousal, and 
valence. Imagery dominance is the extent to which the image 
controls the attention of the participant. Arousal is the extent 
to which the image moves the participant towards an activated 
and vigilant state. Valence refers to emotional reaction, and 
negative valence the extent to which the image elicits a nega-
tive dysphoric and distressed emotional reaction. In previous 
work we [25] have documented that nightmare images are char-
acterized (by people with nightmares and independent raters) 
as highly arousing, dominant, and unpleasant (e.g. high arousal, 
high dominance, and high negative valence). In particular, 
raters were significantly willing to classify high-dominance and 
arousal images as nightmarish.
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These three image properties were not arbitrarily selected. 
Decades of work on cognitive and psychological effects of 
image stimuli demonstrated that most psychologically signifi-
cant imagery can be profitably studied in terms of these three 
dimensions. The standardized and well-studied International 
Affective Picture System (IAPS) [26] contains 956 images that 
have each been rated along the three dimensions of valence, 
dominance, and arousal. These ratings have been established 
as reliable [27] and have been corroborated by a variety of 
assessment procedures [28], a range of psychophysiological 
measures [29], and functional MRI-measured brain activity 
patterns [30].

In preparation for development of this neurocomputational 
model of nightmares, we tested the role of imagery charac-
teristics in the development of nightmare symptomology by 
targeting image properties in an intervention study using vir-
tual reality (VR) [25]. Use of VR-enabled technology allowed us to 
isolate effects of image characteristics on nightmare intensity 
or distress, nightmare related anxiety, and daytime functional 
effects of nightmares in people with Nightmare Disorder. Over 
eight sessions across a 4-week intervention trial, participants 
used manual controls attached to the VR headset to adjust va-
lence, dominance, and arousal properties of images until they 
subjectively felt less scary or threatening to them. Manually 
altering images high on dominance and arousal dimensions 
resulted in significant reductions over the 4-week trial in meas-
ures of nightmare symptomology. Anxiety levels declined from 
Session 1 (mean Anxiety scale score 1.68 [SD 1.7]) to Session 8 
(Week 4; 0.84 [1.2], t = 2.73, p = .014; two-tailed; Cohen’s d 0.63). 
Similarly, nightmare distress declined from Session 1 (0.60 [.52]) 
to Session 8 (0.40 [.50], t = 3.29, p =  .004, two-tailed; Cohen’s d 
0.76). Nightmare effects declined from Session 1 (0.59 [.55]) to 
Session 8 (0.28 [.35], t = 3.93, p = .001, two-tailed; Cohen’s d 0.90).

Our next step in testing effects of image properties on night-
mare symptomology was to quantitatively evaluate their effects 
in triggering the fear extinction process, modulating anxiety 
levels, nighttime awakenings, and daytime effects in a compu-
tational model of nightmare symptomology.

Predictions

Based on the AND model we suggest that inefficient fear extinc-
tion can occur in at least three ways with respect to nightmare 
symptomology. First, with regard to non-traumatic idiopathic 
nightmares, people with a history of nightmares begin the fear-
extinction process but terminate it before the fear memory is 
extinguished, thus waking the sleeper. Second, with regard to 
trauma-related nightmares, people begin the sleep cycle but are 
then prevented from even entering the fear-extinction process. 
The decontextualization of fear memories—the first step of fear-
extinction—fails and the dreamer suffers a traumatic nightmare 
with images that have not been decontextualized, like repeti-
tive event memories. Third, people may attempt to avoid sleep 
altogether due to perseverating fear memories during waking 
hours and repetitive nightmares whenever they do sleep, pos-
sibly associated with a host of individual-differences variables 
and trauma. Thus, we introduce new factors to the AND model 
to account for complex patterns of nightmare symptomology, 
in the form of six computational bifurcations or choice points, 
as follows.

 • At the threshold between needing and not needing fear ex-
tinction, there is a bifurcation between ordinary dreaming 
and triggering the fear-extinction circuitry. We postulate that 
degree of negative image valence contributes to triggering 
fear-extinction circuitry.

 • At the threshold between starting and not starting fear 
extinction, there is a bifurcation between being able to 
decontextualize event memories to get them ready for 
recontextualizing in the fear-extinction process, and not 
being able to decontextualize; the latter results in event 
memories recurring as traumatic nightmares. We postulate 
that higher image dominance makes decontextualizing im-
ages more difficult.

 • At the threshold between fear extinction working and not 
working, there is a bifurcation between staying in the fear-
extinction loop, asleep, and waking with a non-traumatic 
(idiopathic) nightmare. We postulate that higher image 
arousal makes waking from a nightmare more likely.

 • At the threshold between fear extinction ending and con-
tinuing, there is a bifurcation between repeating the fear-
extinction loop and achieving depotentiation, which ends 
the process. If the fear extinction process accomplished its 
purpose and image memories are recontextualized with less 
threatening imagery then the loop is closed and the dreamer 
sleeps soundly. If nightmare imagery remains high on any of 
the three dimensions then the loop will be re-engaged.

 • Another bifurcation is whether to go back to sleep after 
woken by a nightmare, which is partly a matter of exhaus-
tion and partly a cognitive decision; some people may get 
up and keep busy to avoid having to experience yet another 
terrifying nightmare. We postulate that higher image arousal 
after an awakening makes the decision to attempt to con-
tinue sleeping more difficult.

 • Finally, as sleep time approaches, there is a bifurcation be-
tween going to sleep and sleep-avoidance behaviors, which 
exacerbate nightmare effects during waking hours but also 
prevent nightmare distress while trying to sleep. We postu-
late that high dominance and arousal imagery increases the 
likelihood of sleep avoidance decisions and behaviors.

Finally, we propose that individual differences can be salient fac-
tors in determining how patients navigate the six bifurcations 
above. The individual differences include trauma history and 
tendency to affective distress.

To summarize, beginning with Levin and Nielsen’s narrative 
AND model, we added four types of enhancements, as follows:

 • individual differences (trauma history, affect distress 
tendency);

 • image characteristics (arousal, dominance, valence);
 • a distinction between traumatic nightmares (in which fear-

extinction does not begin) and idiopathic (non-traumatic) 
nightmares (in which fear extinction begins but does not 
complete); and

 • thresholds for the six bifurcations described above.

Methods
We used AnyLogic v7.2 to construct a computational model 
called the Disturbed Dreaming Model (DDM; see Figure 1) 
to express the neuropsychology of dreaming and night-
mare processing as described in the conceptual extension 
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of Levin & Nielsen’s AND model above. The DDM represents 
dreaming in a single artificial mind. The process begins with 
event memory images challenging the dreaming system 
(EventMemoryImagesInSleep) and ends either when images 
are depotentiated (DepotentiatedImages) or when a model 
run terminates after a specified number of nights of poten-
tial sleep and dreaming. The event memory images have 
characteristics of valence, dominance, and arousal. The arti-
ficial dreamer’s ability to process these images depends on 
individual characteristics such as tendency to distressed af-
fect, trauma history, and general affect load in life when the 
DDM begins.

Pathways through the model

DDM dynamics are expressed by seven primary paths through 
the model, of which six are loops, and one ends the simula-
tion run (see Figure 1). Some of these loops involve a daytime 
process in which nightmare image perseveration can increase 
sleep-avoidant behavior (WorkingMemoryImages). The seven 
pathways are as follows.

 • Depotentiating (D)—ending at green (DepotentiatedImages), 
meaning that fear extinction was never needed or succeeded

 • Fear Extinction Loop (FE)—gray–gold–gray (return via 
FearExtinctionPartial)

 • Idiopathic Nightmare Loop (IN)—gray–gold–red–gray (return 
via FearExtinctionFails and RestartDreamingFromAwake)

 • Traumatic Nightmare Loop (TN)—gray–red–gray (via 
DandRFails, meaning that decontextualization and 
recontextualization does not work, so fear extinction cannot 
get started, and then RestartDreamingFromAwake)

 • Idiopathic Nightmare Waking Loop (INW × 2)—there are two 
loops of this kind: INW1 is gray–gold–blue–gray, in which the 
patient ends sleep because sleep time is finished; INW2 is 
gray–gold–red–blue–gray, in which the patient ends sleep be-
fore sleep time is finished.

 • Traumatic Nightmare Waking Loop (TNW)—gray–red–blue–
gray, in which patient ends sleep before sleep time is fin-
ished after failing to begin the fear extinction process.

Treatments are possible during daytime hours but treatment op-
tions are not implemented in this version of the DDM in order to 
keep the focus on the theory of disturbed dreaming. Bracketing 
treatments also simplifies the number of parameters that need 
to be varied to grasp the dynamics of the model and thus the 
meaning of the conceptual model of disturbed dreaming that 
the DDM expresses.

Model parameters

DDM dynamics are tuned by parameters of several kinds. 
Continuous parameters and variables range from 0 to 1, unless 
otherwise noted, and parameter defaults are reported in square 
brackets. Most parameter defaults are set in nominal (mid-range 
or otherwise plausible) ways. For Threshold parameters, some ex-
perimentation was used to locate the regime of interesting model 
dynamics and defaults we set to land inside that regime. The ana-
lysis of the parameter space varies Threshold parameters so those 
defaults are irrelevant. Full details are in supplemental materials.

Personal factors:

 • AffectDistressTendency [0.5]: Individual’s tendency to expe-
rience high affect distress.

 • TraumaHistory [0.5]: Individual’s personal history of trau-
matic events.

 • InitialAffectLoad [0.5]: Individual’s degree of general affect 
load at the start of the model. This encompasses general 
negative life stress as well as negative stress associated with 
traumatic events and nightmare effects.

Image qualities:

 • ImageValence [–0.5; range from –1 to +1]: Emotional valence 
of event-memory images.

Figure 1. The Disturbed Dreaming Model. Bifurcation points correspond to the diamonds: there are three paths from the diamond between gray and gold, three paths 

from the diamond between gold and red, two paths from the diamond between red and gray, and a go-no-go choice at the diamond between blue and gray; this yields 

the six bifurcations described in the text. These bifurcations in turn yield six loops: the Fear-Extinction loop (FE; gray–gold–gray), the Idiopathic Nightmare loop (IN; 

gray–gold–red–gray), the Idiopathic Nightmare Waking loop 1 (INW1; gray–gold–blue–gray), the Idiopathic Nightmare Waking loop 2 (INW2; gray–gold–red–blue–gray), 

the Traumatic Nightmare loop (TN; gray–red–gray), and the Traumatic Nightmare Waking loop (TNW; gray–red–blue–gray). SleepPressure and SleepAvoidance (top left) 

are key variables that impact whether the StartSleep path is taken.

https://academic.oup.com/sleepadvances/article-lookup/doi/10.1093/sleepadvances/zpab009#supplementary-data
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 • ImageDominance [0.5]: Attention-arresting quality of event-
memory images.

 • ImageArousal [0.5]: Physically arousing quality of event-
memory images.

Sleep Factors:

 • MaxREMCyclesPerNight [4]: Maximum number of REM cycles 
per night.

 • MaxHoursSleepPerNight [8]: Maximum hours of sleep per 
night.

 • IdealHoursSleepPerNight [8]: Ideal hours of sleep per night.
 • NormalSleepHour [22:00 or 10 pm]: Normal time to go to 

sleep.
 • INMAffectLoadIncrement [0.005]: Increment to AffectLoad 

variable each time an idiopathic nightmare occurs.
 • TNMAffectLoadIncrement [0.01]: Increment to AffectLoad 

variable each time a traumatic nightmare occurs.
 • FEAffectLoadDecrement [0.005]: Decrement to AffectLoad 

variable each time the fear-extinction loop is completed.

Thresholds:

 • FearExtinctionAttemptThreshold [0.4] and 
DandRFailureThreshold [0.75]: for negative-valence images 
and AffectLoad above the FearExtinctionAttemptThreshold, 
the fear-extinction loop is attempted if Fear is below 
the DandRFailureThreshold, but if Fear exceeds the 
DandRFailureThreshold decontextualization and 
recontextualization does not even begin. If neither condition 
is met, depotentiation is achieved and the run ends.

 • FearExtinctionFailureThreshold [0.25]: the fear-extinction 
loop does not complete if fear exceeds the FearExtinctionFai
lureThreshold.

 • PostNightmareSleepThreshold [0.5]: the subject can’t re-
turn to sleep if Fear exceeds the PostNightmareSleepThres
hold.

Key model variables

Outcome variables:

 • NightmareDistress [0,1]: Distress associated with night-
mares during sleeping hours

 • NightmareEffects [0,1]: Distress associated with nightmares 
during waking hours

 • DASSAnxiety [0,1]: Anxiety, operationalized in the sense of 
the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scale [28]

Dynamic variables:

 • AffectLoad [0,1]: Initialized by InitialAffectLoad parameter, 
the AffectLoad variable is increased by both idiopathic and 
traumatic nightmares and decreased by completion of Fear-
Extinction loops.

 • Fear [0,1]: Average of parameters AffectDistressTendency, 
TraumaHistory, ImageDominance, ImageArousal and several 
variables: whether an idiopathic nightmare occurred during 
the night, whether a traumatic nightmare occurred during 
the night (weighted × 2), and the cumulative intensity of 
nightmares in the prior week.

 • SleepAvoidance [0,1]: Tendency to avoid sleep in order to 
minimize nightmare distress.

 • SleepPressure [0,1]: Pressure to sleep based on accumulated 
exhaustion. This impacts both going back to sleep after a 
nightmare and behavior as sleep time approaches each 
night, including the feasibility of sleep-avoidance strategies.

 • Perseveration [0,1]: Tendency to perseverate over nightmare 
images during waking hours.

Results
To explore the parameter space of the DDM, we ran approxi-
mately a million runs, each for 1 month of model time, varying 
bifurcation thresholds, image characteristics, and individual-
difference variables. We report results here in relation to four 
dependent variables, as follows:

 • the most recent pathway through the model when the run 
ends (one of the four paths listed above; this is a conven-
ient approximation to the final steady state that the model 
reaches at or before 1 month),

 • nightmare distress (subjective distress due to nightmare 
occurrence),

 • nightmare effects (negative daytime behavioral effects such 
as image perseveration, obsessiveness, sleep avoidance, 
sleep deprivation, and REM-deprivation), and

 • DASS Anxiety (anxiety as defined by the Anxiety subscale in 
the Depression, Anxiety, and Stress Scales [31].

In each case, we discuss the region of the parameter space 
where informative dynamics appear; outside of those regions, 
parameter changes have few affects.

Most recent pathway through the model

The model has no stochastic elements, so repetition of param-
eter combinations was not necessary.

Analyzing the parameter space in terms of the most recent 
pathway through the model showed the conditions under which 
the most important outcomes occur. Because image dominance 
and arousal behave similarly when treatments are not activated, 
we set them to be equal; we did the same for the individual-
difference characteristics of trauma history and affect distress 
tendency for the same reason. We set image valence to be nega-
tive and we set most thresholds to moderate values having 
tested that there was no sensitive dependence on them. Then 
we varied personal characteristics, image characteristics, and 
one threshold—the post-nightmare sleep threshold, which is a 
personal characteristic affecting how willing someone is to go 
back to sleep after waking from a terrifying nightmare. The par-
ameter space can then be visualized as in Figure 2.

The conditions under which the fear-extinction loop is tra-
versed depends on the image and personal characteristics but 
is independent of the post-nightmare sleep threshold. As that 
threshold increases, however, the non-traumatic nightmares 
(fear extinction starting but not completing) are gradually 
displaced by traumatic nightmares (fear extinction not even 
beginning) in an interesting way. Consider the panel with post-
nightmare sleep threshold at 0.4 and consider the vertical line 
determined by holding personal characteristics (trauma history 
& affect distress tendency) constant at 0.75. As image charac-
teristics (arousal and dominance) increase, the fear-extinction 
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limit is initially feasible but eventually yields to traumatic 
nightmares. When images are a little more intimidating, trau-
matic memories predominate, and eventually they become 
so scary that only traumatic nightmares occur. The region of 
nontraumatic nightmares thins further as the willingness to re-
turn to sleep after waking from a nightmare climbs, eventually 
disappearing altogether. This occurs because, when negatively-
valenced images are “less scary” (lower dominance and arousal), 
the agent chooses to sleep and then has a traumatic nightmare; 
whereas, if the images were a bit scarier (higher dominance 
and arousal), the non-traumatic “ordinary” nightmare would be 
frightening enough to keep the agent from sleeping, preventing 
them from having a traumatic nightmare.

This is a clear instance of a novel prediction generated by 
implementing an expansion of Levin & Nielsen’s model of night-
mares in the consistency-enforcing modality of a system dy-
namics simulation.

Nightmare distress

In the case of nightmare distress, there are two zones where 
distress is low (see Figure 3). On the one hand, when images are 
less upsetting (low dominance and low arousal) and personal 
characteristics are advantageous (low trauma history and low 
tendency to distressed affect), nightmare distress is naturally 

low. On the other hand, when personal characteristics are not 
advantageous, subjects will avoid sleep (more so when images 
are upsetting), thereby keeping Nightmare Distress low. Outside 
of those two zones there is higher nightmare distress, with the 
highest levels when image characteristics are extremely nega-
tive and personal characteristics are in the moderate range, so 
that the subject is willing to go back to sleep and risk further 
distressing nightmares. The higher the likelihood of going back 
to sleep after a nightmare, the higher nightmare distress can go.

Nightmare effects

Nightmare effects refers to negative daytime behavioral ef-
fects such as image perseveration, obsessiveness, sleep avoid-
ance, sleep deprivation, and REM-deprivation (see Figure 4). 
Nightmare effects are minimized when image characteristics 
are least disturbing and personal characteristics optimal (low 
trauma history and low tendency to distressed affect), which 
is expected. Also expected, nightmare effects are worst when 
image and personal characteristics both lead to the worst 
nightmares and thus provoke the most determined sleep 
avoidance; the price paid for mitigating nightmare distress 
(Figure 3) is dangerous nightmare effects (Figure 4). Between 
these extremes, the main dynamic is increase of severe night-
mare effects as the post-nightmare sleep threshold rises. The 

Figure 2. Visualization of the parameter space of the Disturbed Dreaming Model using the image and personal characteristics as independent variables and the most 

recent path through the model as the dependent variable (note: successful fear extinction is suppressed to focus on the most interesting dynamics).
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more likely one is to fall back asleep after a nightmare, the 
more likely nightmare distress will be exacerbated, so the 
more likely one will try to avoid sleep altogether, thereby 
worsening nightmare effects.

Anxiety

Finally, the behavior of the DASS Anxiety dependent variable is 
similar to Nightmare Effects (see Figure 5). The more likely one 
is to fall asleep after a nightmare (higher PostNMSleepThresh), 
the more likely anxiety is to be high, but only when image char-
acteristics are unfavorable (high dominance and high arousal). 
For the subject with unfavorable personal characteristics (high 
trauma history and high tendency to distressed affect), anxiety 

is high regardless of the post-nightmare sleep threshold. For 
people with low to moderate scores on those personal charac-
teristics, by contrast, moderate anxiety is exacerbated into high 
anxiety as the tendency to go back to sleep increases, because 
nightmares will be more frequent to the point that sleep avoid-
ance becomes a dominant strategy.

Discussion
Extending the Levin & Nielsen AND model with nightmare 
image characteristics, and then implementing it as a compu-
tational simulation (the Disturbed Dreaming Model, DDM), has 
significant payoffs.

Figure 3. Visualization of the parameter space of the Disturbed Dreaming Model using the image and personal characteristics as independent variables and Nightmare 

Distress as the dependent variable.

Figure 4. Visualization of the parameter space of the Disturbed Dreaming Model using the image and personal characteristics as independent variables and Nightmare 

Effects as the dependent variable.
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First, the DDM demonstrates that an enhanced version of 
the AND model is computationally coherent, which a specula-
tive model cannot do. DDM supports the soundness of Levin and 
Nielsen’s original AND model but extends it significantly.

Second, the DDM helps to validate the addition of the role of 
imagery properties to the AND model because DDM run results 
and behavior is clinically and behaviorally plausible.

Third, the DDM makes a novel prediction around the balance 
of nightmare distress and nightmare effects in people with 
Nightmare Disorder: when nightmare images are “less scary” 
(lower dominance and arousal relative to group norms), the 
agent is predicted to choose to sleep but then has a traumatic 
nightmare, increasing overall nightmare distress; whereas, if 
the images were a bit scarier (again relative to group averages 
i.e. higher dominance and arousal), the nightmares would be 
scary enough to keep the agent from sleeping, triggering sleep-
avoidant behavior, thereby lowering nightmare distress at the 
price of exacerbating nightmare effects during waking hours. In 
short, the image properties determine both overall nightmare 
distress and sleep avoidance behaviors.

This both demonstrates the usefulness of computational 
models for sleep and dream studies and confirms the value of 
extending the Levin & Nielsen AND model with individual dif-
ferences effects and nightmare image characteristics.

The DDM model can be adapted for use as a virtual testbed 
for experimenting with treatment alternatives, probing their 
benefits and risks relative to individual differences, treatment 
modalities, and dosage. As noted in our introduction we have 
already pilot tested an intervention method that directly tar-
gets image properties with resultant significant improvement in 
clinical symptomology.

Results of the DDM simulations also carry implications for 
the fear extinction process and the functional nature of REM 
sleep itself as image properties may be crucial in its operations 
and computational properties. The fear extinction process has 
been associated with mood regulatory functions of REM sleep. 
REM sleep is required for effective regulation of emotions and is 
associated with ongoing consolidation of fear memories [32–35]. 
Walker and colleagues suggest that REM sleep serves the dual 

purpose of consolidating the content of emotional memory and 
diminishing the fear memory’s emotional charge [32].

We suggest that REM dreams both reflect and facilitate 
processing operations that involve far more sophisticated 
handling of fear memory elements than mere diminishment 
of the emotional charge of a memory. The DDM suggests that 
REM involves a complex triaging process of funneling memory 
types into specialized subsystems as well as the selective 
de-contextualization and then recombinatory processing of fear 
memory elements in particular. Humans dream, it appears, in 
order to remember information content of some memories and 
to selectively forget associations of other fear memories that 
impair functioning.

Thus, the REM dreaming system appears to be specialized to 
“handle” a broad array of image and memory types and elem-
ents that are crucial for the organism’s optimal functioning. 
REM’s specialized and selective cognitive processing operations 
require correspondingly complex neurocomputational models 
to understand and reveal the system’s key components, the 
system’s interacting subsystems, the computational resources 
required for each subsystem, the thresholds required to engage 
each subsystem, and the bottleneck and breakdown points for 
these subsystems and the overall REM system itself. The DDM 
we describe here quantitatively describes each of these system 
components in a way that allows further testing and refinement 
in future work.

Supplementary Materials
Supplementary material is available at SLEEP Advances online.
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